While most students of federalism feel satisfied with defining it as involving self-rule and shared rule, there is an inherent laxity in that definition because several institutional forms have dual components of self-rule and shared rule. It is therefore necessary to find out if federalism is an equivalent of all self-rule -shared rule systems of government or not. This requires an effort to locate the implication of federalism in federal related political institutions, by exploring the conceptual distinctions between related terms such as federalism, federation, federal government, federal political systems, confederation, and decentralized union. Hence, this article aims at distinguishing these concepts, as well as identifying the interlinkage and relationship that exists between them. The goal is to reduce the level of uncertainty associated with the meaning of federalism in the contemporary political culture, and also, to make it less contested and distinct from other federal kindred terms.
Introduction
Over the years, federalism has received substantial scholarly attention as governments tend to enlarge against the tides of regional fragmentations in modern societies. The concern has been on exploring and identifying what system of government would best address this problem of enlarging government and the counteracting pressure for autonomous local governance. The recurring themes of possibilities in the literature include concepts such as federalism, federation, confederation, decentralized unitary systems, and their hybrids. What these systems have in common is that each permits a combination of centralization and sort of decentralization of powers operating simultaneously; thus, they have been generally refered to as federal arrangements, federal political systems or federal institutional forms (Elazar 1987: 6; Watts 2008: 8; Stein 1968) . Central to their discussions is the concept of federalism which appears, to some scholars, as the only system of governance that is poised to solve the problem in question.
However, analysis of relevant literature reveals a looming difficulty in differentiating federalism from each of the arrangements or systems mentioned above. Depending on what a particular writer aims at, federalism can be equated or associated with any of those institutional structures, and this has led some scholars to contemplate whether federalism is not meaningless.
I More so, while the term 'federal political systems' has been proposed by Watts (2008) to represent a broad genus of political systems comprising confederations, federations, and decentralized unions, other writers restrict it to federations, federal states, and federal governments. With these contradictions, this paper arises to differentiate federalism and political institutional structures and also to establish the implication of the former in the latter, in order to reduce ambiguities that surrounds federalism and the federal concepts. As Elazar (1987: 14) argues, the choice of terminology strongly influences the direction and even the outcome of any inquiry. Therefore, distinguishing the federal kindred terms as clear as possible would help to reduce the level of uncertainty associated with the meaning of federalism in the contemporary political culture; making it less contested.
E -48
This paper makes an extensive exploration of the concept of federalism from an historical perspective in order to understand its root and how this contributes to the ambiguities in the federal concepts. Specifically, in each section of the work we focus on a particular issue of controversy or a form of ambiguity with respect to the concepts. As we progress into latter sections, we analyse the similarities and differences that exist between the concepts and also attempt to distinguish each from another. The implication of federalism in each of the relevant institutional structures are discussed, aided with a table and some illustrative diagrams, in the last section before the conclusion. In the end, this study makes a significant contribution through simplifying what federalism is all about; as informed by historical and contemporary events in both the most notable and the debatable federal political societies. There is no doubt, this would eliminate perceived ambiguity, as well as make it less contested. Thus, it is expected that the article strengthens the taxonomies of the federal concepts, by re-examining the interconnections between the key political arrangements that are often included in the genus of federal political systems by scholars, and attempting to reconstruct them.
Conceptualizing Federalism: Between a Process and an Institutional Structure of Government
A question like 'what is federalism' attracts variety of opinions from different angles, as its process purports to achieve contradicting or opposing goals; including centralization and decentralization, unification and diversity, and combining self-rule and shared rule.
Therefore, some scholars tend to associate federalism more with one aspect of the demands than the other; meanwhile, the pursuit of one aspect of the opposing goals over another differentiates the tenets of various institutional structures. For instance, scholars agree that federation is a system where there is equality between the desire for self-rule and shared rule, while confederation represents a system where the pursuit of self-rule trumps the desire for shared rule.
However, more problematic is the fact that earlier writers on the subject were not specific in the use of the term-federalism-to represent either the ideology that directs political actions towards achieving the specific goal, or the institutional structure To a large extent, Wheare's definition of the 'federal principle' conceptualizes what scholars came to understand and referred to as 'federalism'; even though he seldom used the term in the masterpiece-federal government. However, he saw this principle, first, as a core requirement only in a federation, federal government, or federal system; all of which he used synonymously. Secondly, he took this principle as an ideology that not only ends in guiding the design of a federal constitution, but also is reinforced in the day-to-day practice of the government. In his opinion, "if we are looking for an example of a federal government, it is not sufficient to look at the constitution alone, what matters just as much is the practice of government" (Wheare 1963: 20) . To buttress, he adds that "the Nigerian constitution of 1960 purports to establish a federation and it clearly bears many characteristics of a federal system … but it is too soon yet to judge whether, in practice, Nigeria will provide an example of a federal government or not".
II
Subsequent scholars after Wheare began to analyse his work and reinterpreted, especially, his 'federal principle', as federalism; while using the terms -federal government, federal system, federal constitution, and federation synonymously as corollaries of federalism. To illustrate this, Livingston (1956: 1) in critiquing Wheare, noted that every discussion of federal government begins with the assumption that the problem concerned is one of legal formalism and formal jurisprudence, whereas … legal answers are of values to legal problems, federalism is concerned with many other problems than those of legal nature. In addition, he added that federalism, like most institutional forms, is a solution of, or an attempt to solve a certain kind of problem of political organization. E -50 over half the landmass of the world was ruled by governments that with some justifications, however slight, described themselves as federalisms". One would think that Riker would mention federations instead of federalisms. Along the line, however, Riker wrote of unsuccessful federations and argued that "the moral of those failures is that federalism must be based upon some deeper emotions than mere geographic contiguity with cultural diversity" (Riker 1964: 33) .
Carl Friedrich (1968) appeared to have noted the problem with the way federalism was confusedly being used to represent the process and also the structure of government with regard to division of powers, as he attempted to elaborate. He viewed federalism as an institutionalized process that has a constitutional protection as it is intended to reinforce the federal system. Hence, he argued that it is possible to define federalism and federal relation in dynamic terms. This leads him to conclude that federalism should not be seen only as a static pattern or design, characterized by a particular and precisely fixed division of powers between governmental levels (Friedrich 1968: 7) . Federalism is also, and perhaps primarily, the process of federalizing a political community, that is to say, the process by which a number of separate political communities enter into arrangements for working out solutions, adopting joint policies, and making joint decisions on joint problems, and conversely, also, process by which a unitary political community becomes differentiated into a federally organized whole (ibid.). No doubt, Friedrich successfully exposed the problem but did little to resolve it, with his concession that federalism can be both a structure and a process at the same time.
Nevertheless, it was King (1982) that made the first bold attempt to confront the problem conceptually by analysing the terms in order to separate or distinguish federalism from federation. King relates the two terms analogously to a given political philosophy and the concrete plans set-up to achieve it. He views federalism as the political philosophy of diversity in unity, and federation as the established institutional structure to attain or promote this form of unity.
IV The connection between the two is not hard to establish and King points out that federation is governed by purpose; acting upon federalism and helping to shape and reshape both its expression and its goals (King 1982: 14) . This position is adopted by Burgess (2006: 2) who takes federalism to mean the recommendation and Clearly, Elazar (1987) concurs to federalism being used in terms of a political philosophy to promote a particular type of unity among different political communities, but argues that federation is not the only institutional form that reinforces it. In his opinion, "using federal principle (or federalism) does not necessarily mean establishing a federal system or federation, in the conventional sense of a modern federal state" (Elazar 1987: 11) . He argues further that "the essence of federalism is not to be found in a particular set of institutions but in the institutionalization of particular relationships among the participants in political life". V This assertion further compounds the problem beyond a 'process or ideology' (federalism) and an institutional form (federation, or federal state/government) by introducing the possibility of this same ideology being advanced through many other institutional forms.
Federal Political Systems as Federations or inclusive of other arrangements?
The notion that federal ideology can be pursued through several other arrangements other than federations raises a controversy over whether those other systems can be viewed as federal systems or not. In this vein, Watts (1998: 117) Watts' description of federal political systems is particularly interesting as it shows that certain similarities do exist in various institutional forms which, to a large extent, aim at reinforcing diversities in unity just as federations. However, christening this broad genus of political organizations as federal political systems complicates rather than simplifying the problem it purports to ease. It makes it difficult to define what a federal government or federal state should mean-whether it should be used when referring to a federation or any other species within the broad genus. As Burgess (2013: 51) rightly puts it, the notion of federal political systems, in the context which Watts postulated it, is a deceptively complex term which lacks conceptual precision. Furthermore, this distinction tends to subordinate federation to a mere species of a genus that remains somewhat ambiguous, whereas, federation (as a federal state) is something that, by virtue of its very statehood, sits uncomfortably in the mixed company of those other forms in the broad genus (Burgess 2006: 48) .
Stein (1968) provides a contrasting view of a federal political system, which tends to support its restriction to federations just like Burgess argues above. In his view, "a federal political system is that form of political system (of a nation-state) in which the institutions, values, attitudes, and patterns of political action operate to give autonomous expression both to the national political system and political culture and to regional political subsystems and subcultures (defined primarily by ethnic-linguistic factors)" (Stein 1968: 731) . He added that the autonomy of each of these systems and subsystems is counterbalanced by a mutual interdependence, such that the balance maintains the overall union. The enunciated features represent those of a federation and not of the several other species. No wonder Burgess (2013: 54) vehemently posits that "just like every state has a political system … we would expect to find a federal political system in a federal state, federal government, or federation'-all of which are synonyms.
Notwithstanding, what is clear from the foregoing, however, is that there is a strong reason that has prompted Watts to cast the net of federal political systems so wide to capture other species of political arrangements, in addition to federations that supposedly are the natural embodiments. It would be totally unfair to disregard the merit in his classifications; instead, investigating the interconnections between the key political arrangements he included in the genus of federal political systems will be instructive. This task is tackled below.
The 'Foedus' Connection
Against the controversies over federalism and the federal arrangements, the interconnection is found in the consensus that the root word 'federal' stems from the Latin word foedus, which means 'treaty', 'compact' or 'contract' of alliance between political entities. Many students of federalism have written consistently about how 'foedus' was used when referring to treaties between independent entities, united by a sense of common needs like war, especially in the medieval Roman Empire.
VI Elazar (1987) Meanwhile, implicit concessions can be deduced from each of the camps. For instance, the first argues federalism had been prior to the American alleged invention; yet, do observe a great difference that might be called a departure from the earlier models, in the form that the American founding fathers introduced. IX In that vein, Elazar and some others in that category would refer to the American style as the 'modern federalism'. The second group on the other hand, concedes that something similar to the American style had existed in the pre-American societies.
X
These two ways of viewing federalism-pre-modern and modern-created the foundation for ambiguity over the subject, as the structure identified in each instance is equated with federalism. The result is the conclusion by some scholars that there are different shades, representing different structures, of what qualifies as federalism (Livingston 1956: 4; Riker 1964: 6; Elazar 1987: 6; Watts 2008: 8-9) . Of course, hardly would a particular society escape from being classified as modelled along the so-called 'premodern' medieval European federalism or 'modern' American styled federalism. The variation in the structure each society presents, even though modelled along a particular tradition, further creates another shade. Nevertheless, the debates in relation to the design of the American Constitution by the founding fathers provide sufficient insights to the understanding of federalism in the two traditions, and the issues that confound contemporary federal institutional structures.
Issues in differentiating 'Federal' related Institutional Forms
The American founding fathers are largely credited as the inventors of 'federalism' by drafting the US Constitution, which established a novel system of government that has come to be regarded as the premier 'federal government', 'federation', or 'federal state'.
This design resulted as a by-product of their pursuit to consolidate independence from their imperial master-the British. While federalism or 'foedus' based system of political organization was a consensus choice, pursuant to creating an egalitarian society, fighting the war of independence however exposed to them the weaknesses inherent in the kind of foedus associations they had known-the supposed medieval federal models. This led to the emergence of opposing views of federalism, supported by different kinds of federalists during the debates at the Philadelphia Constitutional Convention of 1787. At one time, the debates linked federalism to centralization and at another time, they referred it to strong constituent units. XI This ambiguity was a source of confusion, affecting how the future American leaders were going to operate the governing tool they had been bequeathed.
Other emerging federations that adopted the American style equally inherited similar problematic.
Against the ambiguity around understanding the kind of federalism established in the 
Confederation or Federation?
As noted by several scholars, the authors of 'the federalist' applied the term 'federal' (foederal) to both the government under the Articles of Confederation and the one proposed in the new Constitution (Wheare 1963: 10-11; Forsyth 1981: 107; Friedrich 1968: 18-20; Ostrom 1991: 70) . The terms 'confederation' and 'federal' were used essentially as synonyms and for different referents; any difference in meaning to be ascribed to the new concept depended upon context.
XII However, what was obvious is that the two terms were used interchangeably as opposite to a national or unitary government, which was seen as one extreme of political organization, where only one single political entity exists and, thus, power is concentrated in one general government.
Confederation, from earlier systems that were properly named so including the Swiss confoederatio (1291) and the US Articles of Confederation (1781-1789), basically means there are two or more associated entities which bind themselves in 'foedus' or treaty to 'federalize' by forming a common government for certain purposes. It can be called a treaty government. As such, the defining characteristic of a confederacy is that the associated states retain all the sovereign power, with the central body entirely dependent legally upon their will (Diamond 1963: 26) . However, a close scrutiny of the new system established in the US constitution reveals a marked departure from that characteristic. For example, in reference to this new system, Alexis de Tocqueville posited that "this is no longer a 'federal' government, but an incomplete national government, which is neither exactly national nor exactly 'federal', but the new word which ought to express this novel thing does not yet exist" (Cited in Bradley 1945: 159) . Observe that 'federal' in this assertion refers to confederation, which was the only known alternative form of government to counteract imperial powers as at then. It is undoubtedly confusing but the analysis below illuminates the ensuing distinctions.
National/Unitary Government, Confederation, and Federation/Federal Government
It is clear that the US constitution framers were battling between two extremes of political organization, which were national/unitary government and confederation. The former represents the kind of centralized federal government proposed by Alexander Hamilton, while the latter represents the kind of decentralized federal governance desired by those that opposed Hamilton's view. This second group was eventually labelled 'antifederalist' as Hamilton had been parading his views as the 'federalist'. In the end the delegates rejected the extreme degree to which Hamilton's initial plan concentrated power at the national level, but they understood that giving more power to the central government was necessary for the nation's survival-a point Hamilton had succeeded to establish. Therefore, the emerging constitution was a compromise of the two opposing views of federalism at the convention. The federalist decisive statement confirms this: "the proposed constitution, therefore, is, in strictness, neither a national nor a federal XIII constitution, but a composition of both" (Diamond 1963: 26) .
In the contemporary, the term 'federal' is ascribed to the new system, which the framers regarded as possessing both federal (hitherto, confederal) and national featuresthe same system that Tocqueville had noted as requiring a new name to differentiate. This leaves 'confederation' to stand entirely as the opposite of 'national' (unitary state) while the new 'federal' becomes the middle system which modifies the two by combining their best characteristics (Diamond 1963: 26) . Therefore, as the opposite of a confederation, a unitary state or national government is a political organization where the society is treated as one single political entity; thus, power is concentrated in one level of government.
Instrumentalities are not created to recognize the differences between distinct groups or to address their yearnings in the polity. It can be seen as a system where groups come to bind E -57 themselves in 'foedus' by establishing a general government that is empowered to possess every power hitherto held by each group. Hence, the defining characteristic of a unitary system is that the constituent units are entirely dependent on the will of the general government, which retains all the sovereign power. In the event that political communities within the unitary state start to agitate and a minimal level of instrumentalities are created to cater for the needs of these different entities, another shade of federal arrangement emerges in the form of a 'decentralized union'.
Federalism as a Complement of Federation
Diamond's exposition, XIV when he observed that the emergence of the United States Constitution was as a result of the need to change the principles in the Articles of Confederation which allowed for subordination of the central government by the sovereign constituent states, reinforces Wheare's conceptualization; thus: "it justifies us in describing the new principle, which distinguishes the US constitution so markedly and so significantly, as the 'federal' principle" (Wheare 1963: 10). Wheare seemed very correct in the sense that the embattled constitution supposedly had 'confederation principles' as suggested by its name-Articles of Confederation. Hence, the new one, having been presented as not being a 'national/unitary' constitution, and, also, not being the same as the replaced 'confederation' constitution, could only logically be described as a 'federal' constitution.
This was how Wheare concluded that the federal principle should be the yardstick to distinguish a federal system; meaning that neither level of government would entirely depend upon the will of the other as in a confederation or national union.
Resulting from the above, it could be argued that federalism is not a sine qua non for any other system of government other than a federation. This seems to be a well-known fact as the writings of many scholars indicate. Particularly, Riker (1964: xii) makes it clear that he set out to develop the study of federalism with the aim of generating hypotheses that could be tested in the US system, from which the artefacts of federalism has been derived, and other federations. He did not hope to test federalism in any other system within the so- E -58 question towards metamorphosing into a federation. As King (1982: 76) argues, there may be federalism without federation, as can be seen in some other systems of government; however, this is not intended at the outset but only results because the system in question is decentralizing and moving towards a federal republic. Therefore, the argument would be that, those other transitional systems where federalism is perceived should be viewed as different kinds of federation, and not totally in terms of their original forms as separate species such as confederation, or decentralized unitary among others. But, regardless of how they are being looked at, the reality is that federalism is evident in those societies and may just be a matter of time before they upgrade to a full federation; as is currently the situation with the European Union.
Discussion: Implication of Federalism in 'Federal' Political Institutions
A re-consideration of the conceptual debates shows that federalism has rarely been defined concisely without describing its essence. Meanwhile, when a description is employed, what is presented is the picture of a federation, which explains why there has been an interchanging use of federalism and federation by some writers. XV We take a particular note of Albertini's assertion that federalism cannot be limited to the conception of a type of a state, because this would constitute only a small part of its general meaning (2000 [1963] : 88). Concretely, he argues that limiting federalism to a federal state takes no account of the fact that a state always rests on a social base which E -59 conditions its existence, and the nature and working of its institutions are determined by particular types of political behaviour (Albertini 2000 (Albertini [1963 : 88). Meanwhile, Proudhon relied on Althusius' emphasis on contract to identify federalism from the level of coming together of heads of families, the communes, the cantons, the provinces, and to the state, in order to guarantee a harmonious living together and reduce the prospect of clashes in the society (Friedrich 1968: 26) . Kant on his own part had the idea of a worldwide federation of republics as a prerequisite to forestall inter-state conflict (Friedrich 1968: 24) .
But one common denominator in the thoughts is that, in each instance and level, federalism consisted of a continuous interaction between a certain kind of an inclusive community and component communities. E -60 separate settlements in distant territories which made it difficult to be in regular contact with, if ever aware of the existence of, the others until a particular event happened which began to bring them together. Such event could relate to war, as in the case of the United States of America, or colonialism, as in the case of Nigeria. In any case, the hitherto separate groups have been made to come together (socio-historical aspect), and a common union is formed (institutional structural aspect), with a task to secure the peace of all, without attempting to subjugate each other, which brews conflict (value aspect); even though that is not always an easy task. Now, how does the above exploration contribute towards determining the implication of federalism in various [federal] political institutions? The answer is simple; having established federalism as an ideology that has a structure, and a specific value towards overcoming or managing socio-historical based bipolarization, it is therefore logical to see federalism as the operational attempts to safeguard balance and equilibrium (i.e., as proposed in Wheare's federal principle) between a central and regional governments as aimed at in a federation (Kalu 2016: 353) . It should be noted that other [federal] institutional forms might reflect certain glimpses of the federal principle, like each level of government having some areas of independent spheres. But certainly, they do not aim at ensuring equilibrium between the levels of government, as their structure is designed such that one level (either the central government, or regional government) predominates the other in a given instance. Hence, any practice or process of governance that does not strictly aim at reinforcing equilibrium, or non-subordination, of levels of government in a federation or within any other [federal] institutional form, can hardly realize the core value of federalism. Such could be viewed as 'not federalism' or dis-federalism XVII instead.
With this understanding, one may argue that among all the arrangements regarded as federal institutional forms (including: federation, confederation, and decentralized union), federalism, in its truest sense, is a prerequisite only in a federation, where there is a need to achieve a balance between unity and diversity; not in any other one. The inter-relationship is further explained: firstly, federalism, when viewed as a process of federalizing, aims at ultimately setting up a federation; and in practice, federalism also reinforces a federation after it is set up. Secondly, while federation sets the rules for federalism, it is the federal operation that safeguards the structure of the federation. This is fully illustrated in table 1 below. federations should adhere strictly to the practice of federalism, otherwise, it will seize to being a federation and might evolve into a confederation or decentralized union; depending on which level of government becomes more powerful against the prior equality. The information presented in the table can be re-interpreted with basic circles to show the process that describes federalism, as well as distinguishes it from federation; while also demonstrating the relationship between federalism and the various institutional forms as shown in Figure 1 below. 
Conclusion
Locating the implication of federalism in federal related political institutions, as this article focuses on, has exposed the need for conceptual distinction of the related concepts.
In this course, it has been found that federalism has confusedly been viewed as a structure, or a process, and/or, as both. In addition, confederation, federation, and decentralized union are related structures that have been found to be associated with federalism in one way or the other. Furthermore, federal system and federal government are terms that represent a specific system of government where federalism is practiced. The main challenge of this article has been to distinguish these concepts as clear as possible, and also to identify the interlinkage and relationship that exists between them. This is to ensure that we contribute to reducing the level of uncertainty associated with the meaning of federalism in the contemporary political culture, and also, to make it less contested and distinct from other federal kindred terms. Therefore, after the entire analysis in this work, the following conclusions are drawn with regard to the concepts: 
E -64 a) Federalism
Federalism is the practice or style of governance (an institutionalized process) that aims towards the unification of entities and the reinforcement of a corresponding level of independence among territorial entities in a given political space. Let us understand that this task is not always that simple to achieve, as the pull for unification is constantly in opposition to the desire for independence and vice versa, but once the aim remains constant, then a level of federalism is in process. Consequently, the degree of conquest of unification over independence, or the other way round, results in a variety of federal institutional forms. However, when this goal for unification and maintenance of independence is constitutionally entrenched, as in a federation, and strictly adhered to by the various governments in practice, without the attempt by any to suppress each of the demands, then federalism would have achieved its ultimate value of equalizing unity and diversity-the attainment of peace.
b) Federation
A federation is a conscious legal institutional structure which comprises a territorial division of government into two levels-the central and constituent governments-which firstly, is purposed to reinforce the quest for union and desire for diversity; secondly, where each government is independent in its own sphere as established in the constitution and also cooperates in the general sphere; thirdly, where none is superior or subordinate to the other; and finally, where no government can overrun or pull out of the partnership, unless mutually agreed. It is important to re-emphasize that federation is synonymous with federal government and federal state.
c) Federal System or Federal Political System
A federal system refers to a political system that is, first and foremost, structured as a federation, and then relies on federalism as the means for its governance.
XIX While there are scholars who want the term 'federal political system' to apply to any system where there are two or more levels of government within a society including a decentralizing unitary state and a centralizing confederation, many problems result with such a broad classification. E -65 overwhelmingly evident. Thirdly, a system should include basic structure, the entire linkages of activities, operations and interactions within the political system to qualify as a system. Hence, a federal political system should be restricted to a federation, which operates a federal constitution and also remains reliant on federalism as the means of governance. Other terms for this includes federal government or federal state.
d) Federal Institutional Forms
Federal institutional forms include all institutional arrangements where there are two or more levels of government in a society, each having a separate areas of autonomous activity, regardless of whether this independent jurisdiction is constitutionally entrenched or it can be dissolved and quashed at the will of the central government. They include 'federation', 'confederation', and 'decentralized union'.
One may question why apply the adjective 'federal' to institutions that historical experience and contemporary knowledge has thought us to distinguish as confederal and/or decentralized union, instead of leaving 'federal' institutional form to federations only. While it potentially appears valid, a number of factors make it difficult to exclude those other structures as forms of 'federal' institutional structures. For instance, it is a wellknown fact that the term 'federal' originates from the Latin word 'foedus' (meaning: covenant). Therefore, any arrangement that is based on 'foedus' or its derivative 'covenant' should logically qualify as a form of federal arrangement. The reason is that, at the foundation of each remains the commitment to the 'foedus' principle of safeguarding a level of self-rule for each of the territorial groups and a shared-rule for all. In addition, there is usually some kinds of treaty documents that warrant the protection of each group's distinct identities, regardless of how much valuable the quest for unification becomes.
Even so, to qualify as a federal system/federal state the nature of the covenantal relationship, as seen from the constitution of the system in question and its practice, has to be such that the levels of government operate as partners and not as master-servant.
XX
To conclude, in terms of the implication of federalism in each of the federal institutional forms, it can be deduced that federalism, in its truest sense, is a prerequisite for, and in, a federation alone, where there is a need to achieve a balance between unity and diversity; not in any other institutional form. Nevertheless, there is a caveat. It is possible (and even highly evident) to see federalism developing in each of the other institutional forms, where there are provisions to recognize, protect and nurture the diversity of the people, XXI or consolidate an emerging inclusive union, XXII by means of government legislations. But the reality is that, if federalism persists overtime, then the structure of that institutional form is bound to change to a federation, when the constituent units and central government become equal partners with full constitutional security, regardless of whether it was a confederation or decentralized unitary state in the past. Similarly, a federation should adhere strictly to the practice of federalism by consolidating equilibrium between subject's two poles of loyalty, otherwise, it will seize to being a federation and might evolve into a confederation or decentralized union; depending on which level of government has become more powerful against the prior equality.
